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Outline

1. The level set representation for image segmentation
a) Edge-based and region-based formulation
b) A new image term for segmenting piecewise smooth images

2. Modeling and introducing prior shape knowledge

3. Coupled segmentations: Ordered spatial dependency
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Image Segmentation by Contour
Evolution
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The Level Set Representation

• This representation has
several advantages compared
to explicit representations:

– Independent of any parameterization,
– Surfaces of any dimension can be

represented,
– Topological changes are possible,
– Geometrical quantities like normal

vector or curvature can be easily
expressed.

• A contour is represented as the
zero-crossing of a level set
function (Osher & Sethian 88)
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The Level Set Representation
(Dervieux-Tomasset 80)
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• Any contour evolution can be expressed as a level set
evolution:

• Alternatively, similar flows can be obtained from the
minimization of an energy that depends on the level set
representation of    :

Level Set Contour Evolution
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Level Set Contour Evolution

Image term
– Edge-based: favors contours overlapping with high image

gradient (Snake)
– Region-based: models image by piecewise constant or

piecewise smooth model, or separate regions with specific
intensity distributions

Prior term
– Regularization: favors smooth contours
– Shape prior: constrains the contour to a shape family learned

from known solutions
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• Geometric quantities
– Normal vector:
– Curvature:

Geometric Quantities & Common Terms

• Useful terms for segmentation
– Let     be Heaviside function and    its derivative (Dirac)
– Integral of a function along the curve:

– Domain integrals of a function:
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Edge-Based Image Term

• Geodesic Active Contours (Caselles et al., Kichenassamy et al.
1995)
– Fit a smooth contour to high gradients of the image
– Edge detection function
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Edge-Based Image Term

• Estimate the contour with minimal length according to
this metric:

• Corresponding contour and level set evolutions:
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Piecewise Smooth Model (Mumford-Shah 1985)

• Model the image as piecewise smooth regions (MS
functional or weak membrane model)
– Estimate simultaneously the boundary     between these regions

and the ideal piecewise smooth image     by minimizing:
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Piecewise Smooth Model (Mumford-Shah 1985)

• Level set formulation proposed by Chan-Vese and Tsai et al.
2001. A system of coupled partial differential equations is obtained
for minimization (2 regions):
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Piecewise Constant Model (Chan-Vese 2001)

• Approximation of the image by a piecewise constant
model (cartoon model)
– The boundary and each region representation are estimated by

minimizing:

– Level set formulation introduced by Chan and Vese
– Minimization for 2 regions:

with
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Statistical Region Model (Zhu-Yuille 1995,
Paragios-Deriche 2001)

• Pixel’s values inside each region are assumed to be
independent and identically distributed
– Maximum likelihood criterion, equivalent to minimize:

– The region distribution can be either estimated a priori or added
as unknown parameters

– Gaussian model for 2 regions:
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Application to Color, Texture and DT Image
Segmentation

• Color images (Zhu and Yuille,
Chan and Vese, Rousson and
Deriche): Assumption of
homogeneous color distribution
inside each region.

• Texture images (Rousson,
Brox et al): Extraction of texture
features based on the nonlinear
structure tensor.

• Diffusion tensor images
(Lenglet et al 05): Riemannian
metric on sets of covariance
matrices.
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Efficient Piecewise Smooth Model

• Piecewise constant: Each region is approximated by a
mean intensity. Limited to very particular images

• Region distributions: More general than piecewise
constant (Gaussian), but does not incorporate spatial
correlation

• Piecewise smooth: Most general, can deal with intensity
bias, but many local minima and computationally
expensive

We propose en efficient
implementation of the piecewise smooth model
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Piecewise smooth model

• The Mumford-Shah piecewise smooth model:

• We propose to replace the second term by an isotropic smoothing of
the intensity inside each region:

• These smooth images depend only on the boundary
• Therefore, the corresponding new cost function depends only on
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Piecewise smooth model

• This energy includes nested domain integrals
• We use the shape derivative technique for derivation
• Level set evolution (2 regions):

with

• Alternate optimization:
1. Estimate the smooth images
2. Evolve the contour (level set) with a PDE minimizing the energy
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Piecewise-smooth model

Image with contour Direct smoothing
Of each region

Smoothing with
Normalization term

Æ Since the smooth image can be obtained with recursive Gaussian
filter (linear complexity), the overall complexity is of the same
order as the piecewise constant model!
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Results

• Liver segmentation in MR images
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More Results

• Comparison with Piecewise-Constant model

Piecewise Constant Model Efficient Piecewise Smooth Model
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More Results

• Robustness to high spatial intensity bias

Original Image Image with Synthetic Bias
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Outline

1. The level set representation for image segmentation
a) Segmentation of gray, color, texture and diffusion images
b) A new image term for segmenting piecewise smooth images

2. Modeling and introducing prior shape knowledge

3. Coupled segmentations: Ordered spatial dependency
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Prior Shape Knowledge

• In many applications, the shape of the object to be
recovered remains “consistent “ from one image to
another (ex: organs in medical imaging, people silhouette, …)

• A shape space or distribution can be learned from a set
of training data

• Two steps:
1) Learning the shape model
2) Constraining the segmentation process
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PCA LS Shape Model (Leventon et al. 2001)

• Let                     be a set of training shapes rigidly
registered and                      their distance transforms

• Leventon et al. proposed to apply a PCA on
• A new level set of the same class can expressed as

–      stands for the eigenmodes,
– The shape is represented by

• Assumption of Gaussian distribution:
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PCA LS Shape Model (Leventon et al. 2001)

• Integration of the prior in the surface evolution by
alternating two steps
– Bayesian estimation of the best shape given the model, the

current level set, and the image:

– Constrained surface evolution:

Æ Several issues:
• Linear combinations of level sets
• Not a minimization of a single cost function
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Implicit Active Shape Models (Rousson et al. 2004)

• PCA on level set representation as Leventon et al. but
minimization of a single cost function:

•                   is defined as the distance between    and its
projection to the PCA subspace:

• Minimization
– Alternate gradient descents w.r.t.      and the transformation
–     is updated by solving a simple linear system
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Weak constraint to a PCA shape model
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Efficient Kernel Density Estimation of Shape
Prior

• Principal issues with related works:
– Dimensionality (proportional to the image size)
– Accuracy of the shape modeling (Gaussian or Uniform distrib.)

• Tsai et al (2003) proposed to restrict new shapes to the
space spanned by the training shapes

• Each training shape       can be represented by its
corresponding shape vector       in the PCA subspace

• The goal is to infer the distribution                   from these
shapes
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An Efficient Nonparametric Statistical Shape
Model

• Tsai et al considered a uniform distribution
• We consider a kernel density estimation:

• The nonparametric estimation has two advantages:
– Better approximates the true distribution for large sample size
– Favors shapes close to the samples vectors       (signed distance functions)
Æ In the limit of infinite sample size, the distribution inferred by the kernel

density estimator converges towards a distribution on the manifold of
signed distance functions
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Nonparametric Density Estimate

Gaussian Density Kernel Density
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Energy Formulation & Minimization

• Applying the negative logarithm, the most probable
segmentation is obtained by minimizing:

• A coupled gradient descent is employed for its
minimization.

• Implementation details:
– The mean shape of the training set is used as initialization
– The Dirac function appears as factor of the gradient descent equations:

A narrow-band implementation is possible (this is not an
approximation!),

– Standard finite difference scheme are used (the gradient descent is
faster and more stable than a direct optimization on the level set).
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Cardiac Ultrasound Segmentation without
Shape Prior

Provided by D. Cremers
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Cardiac Ultrasound Segmentation with Uniform
Shape Prior

Provided by D. Cremers
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Cardiac Ultrasound Segmentation with
Nonparametric Shape Prior

Provided by D. Cremers
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Principal Component Analysis on Distance
Transforms
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Prostate Segmentation without Bladder
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Prostate Segmentation without Bladder
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Outline

1. The level set representation for image segmentation
a) Segmentation of gray, color, texture and diffusion images
b) A new image term for segmenting piecewise smooth images

2. Modeling and introducing prior shape knowledge

3. Coupled segmentations: Ordered spatial dependency
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Multiple Organ Segmentation

• General framework for image segmentation
using ordered spatial dependency.

• Given several structures to be extracted in an
image, we learn the spatial dependency between
them, as well as the “best” ordering.
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LEARNING: Modeling spatial dependency
between structures

Atlas: Set of N annotated images

Reference anchor
structure

Shape-based registration

Probability map of another structure 
w.r.t. the reference one
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SEGMENTATION: Integrating spatial prior in
the segmentation process

1- Segmentation 
of anchor structure

2- Registration of anchor 
structure to reference

3- Apply           to probability 
maps of other structures

4- Use the registered probability map to help segment the secondary structure 
in the current image by providing:

• Automatic initialization,
• Location prior for the segmentation algorithm.
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Learning on Brain MR Images

• We learn the spatial dependency on a set of training
images where the skull, the ventricles, the caudate
nucleus and the thalamus have be manually segmented
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Learning on Brain MR Images

• This gives us a set of probability maps for each structure
given a set of anchor structures

• Probability maps obtained for the optimal ordering:
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Experiments

• The method provides an automatic initialization for all organs but the
first one

• Since the first structure is the skull, it can be segmented without user
interaction

Æ  Fully automatic algorithm using level set evolutions

Ground truth Without prior With prior

Example 2 Example 3
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Discussion

• Novel image segmentation framework that:
– Learns ordered spatial dependencies among structures of

interest
– Brings automatic initializations
– Improves performance and robustness of any individual

segmentation algorithm (not only level set)

• Spatial dependency can be improved by modeling shape
variations

→ conditional shape models
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Conclusion

The level set representation can be used in many ways:

• Segmentation of gray, color, texture and diffusion
images with various criteria (edge-based, region-
based,…)

• Shape modeling and constrained segmentation

• Ordered spatial dependency modeling for coupled
segmentations
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